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(See accompanying articles)

The Anti-Apartheid

Spring Offensive

Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (LNS)—What began in

May 1977 as a sit-in at Stanford Uni-

versity in which almost 200 students

were arrested has swelled this spring to

militant anti-apartheid actions on over

50 college campuses across the coun-

try. Student organizations are resorting

to sit-ins, harassment of University

trustees and occupations of university

buildings in order to press their

demand—that their universities sell off

all stocks and bonds in corporations

that support the viciously racist South

African white minority regime by do-

ing business there.

Over a three-week span beginning

April 14, students have held
demonstrations and sit-ins at Amherst,

Brandeis, Columbia, Dartmouth,
Harvard, MIT, Princeton, Stanford,

Tufts, Wesleyan, Williams, and Yale.

Students at the University of

California’s nine campuses, for exam-
ple, have called for a special meeting

with the system’s Board of Regents

May 17. “If they don’t make plans to

divest,’’ one U.C. activist warned,

“...we have militant actions planned to

force them to do so.’’

Many of the student protests have

linked the anti-apartheid issue with

other ongoing struggles in the U.S. At
Brandeis University, for instance,

students held a demonstration April 30

to demand that instead of investing in

apartheid, the university should use its

money to maintain the “Transitional

Year Program,’’ a financial aid pro-

gram for third world students which is

currently being phased out. The
university claimed the students’

demands were not financially feasible.

To dramatize the reality of apar-

theid, Brandeis students set up a shanty

town, like those South African Blacks

are forced to inhabit, in front of the

administration building.

The wave of protests is in large part

a result of organizing by a northeast

coalition that formed in December,

1977 and planned a conference at Yale

at the end of March. The Yale gather-

ing turned out to be a rousing success.

More than 500 students representing 45

schools brainstormed about strategies

for the spring.

Administrations Intransigent

So far, few universities have com-
plied with student divestiture demands.

Instead, many respond merely by shuf-

fling the issue into “shareholder

responsibility committees.” Most of

these committees have no power and
are intended only to give the appear-

ance that the administration is taking

the matter seriously.

These committees, according to a re-

cent report in the Boston Real Paper,

were set up following student protests

in the early 1970’s. They are usually

made up of students, faculty, alumni
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and administration members. These
committees had only an advisory role;

in the intervening years many lost even

that. School administrations have

prodded them back into action lately

or have created them on the spot.

During the past six months, the com-
mittees have come up with a variety of

responses. Hampshire College, for in-

stance, followed its committees’

recommendation for full divestment.

Yale’s committee—the only one at an
Ivy League school to support divest-

ment as yet—has come out suggesting

that the trustees sell off stocks slowly

so as to realize their full value. The
Yale trustees have yet to decide

whether to go along with the commit-
tee’s decision.

But most of the university “share-

holder” committees are merely rubber

stamps and are packed with students,

faculty and alumni sympathetic to

university interests. As one Brandeis

student put it, “These committees are a

ploy by the university, for in practice

they do absolutely nothing.”

The Administration Line

The most common argument univer-

sity administrators are using against

divestment demands is that the

corporations can moderate apartheid

by taking up a role in it. This argument
has become known as the “Sullivan

Principles,” after Rev. Leon Sullivan,

pastor of the Philadelphia Zion Baptist

Church and one of the founders of the

nationwide Black self-help organiza-

tion, Opportunities Industrialization

Centers. The Real Paper reports he

also happened to be a member of the

boards of directors of General Motors,

which, according to GM Director of

Public Relations for Overseas Opera-

tions Tom Pond, has $188 million in-

vested in South Africa and the Middle

East.

Sullivan has suggested that the way
to effect political change in South

Africa is to work from within. To that

end, he has put forth what amounts to

a program of affirmative action for

American corporations there. His six

principles would have corporations in

South Africa desegregate eating and
work facilities, promote fair employ-

ment practices, give equal pay for

equal work, develop training pro-

grams, increase the numbers of Blacks

in supervisory positions, and strive to

improve the quality of life for Blacks

outside the work environment.

General Motors has already adopted

the six principles and, early in 1977,

eleven other companies decided to do
the same. The list reads like a broker’s

dream: American Cyanamid, Bur-

roughs Corp., Caltex Petroleum,

Citicorp, Ford, IBM, International

Harvester, 3M, Mobil Oil, Otis

Elevator and Union Carbide.

Then Sullivan and Columbia Presi-

dent William McGill convened two
meetings with a number of officials

from prestigious private schools to try

to come up with some tactics to defuse

the divestment movement. They decid-

ed to send out a letter to urge other

schools to adopt the Sullivan guide-

lines. The letter will bear the im-

primatur of those schools who sent

representatives to the Columbia
meetings: Columbia, Dartmouth, Har-
vard, MIT, Oberlin, Swarthmore,
Tufts, University of Minnesota and
Wellesley.

At many of the signatory schools

themselves, however, news of the letter

has been kept very hush-hush. Officials

at several didn’t even know about it. “I

usually hear about everything that’s

going on,” commented one university

director of public relations. “This is

very peculiar.”

Perhaps the silence is because many
of the schools endorsing the letter did

so without waiting for the final divest-

ment decision from their advisory com-
mittees or their trustees.

About 200 other schools can expect

to receive the letter any day now, warns
the Real Paper.

The holes in the Sullivan argument
are clear. First of all, students as well

as South African Blacks point out, any
foreign investment helps bolster the

apartheid regime. Even the U.S.
government knows that South African

Blacks want U.S. corporations out of
their country, as a recently leaked

government document revealed.

“American firms here will become
increasingly controversial and ra-

tionale for continued presence will

seem less and less persuasive to grow-
ing numbers of Blacks,” the U.S.
Ambassador to South Africa admitted
in the cable.

Furthermore, critics note that the

apartheid system denies Black people

equality in so many ways that cor-

porate pacifiers would hardly make a
ripple.

(see graphics and accompanying articles)

Columbia Students Sit In

for Divestiture

by Kenny Thomas
Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (LNS)—On May 1

nearly 300 Columbia University

students held a sit-in to protest Colum-
bia’s holdings in companies doing
business in South Africa. The sit-in

followed Columbia’s largest rally in six

years, with 550 people converging on a

Trustees’ meeting, where the Trustees

refused to meet with a delegation of the

protesters. Angered by the response,

the students first sought a way into the

main administration building where
the meeting was being held and then

decided to move into Uris Hall, the

business school.

The sit-in was sponsored by the

Committee Against Investment in

South Africa (CAISA) and the 1978

Committee for a Democratic Columbia
University. It also included demands
for an effective affirmative action

policy, an end to slumlording in the

surrounding community on Manhat-
tan’s upper west side, institution of a
pro-gay rights policy and the closing of

the Triga nuclear reactor on campus.
CAISA estimates that the university
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has $80 million worth of investments in

companies with South African
holdings. It is calling for immediate

divestiture of the ten “worst of-

fenders,” including Citibank,
Manufacturers Hanover, Chemical

Bank, Mobil, IBM, and Texaco, of

which Columbia President William

McGill is a director.

The afternoon action began with a

rally, followed by a march through the

campus and the surrounding communi-
ty, past many Columbia-owned apart-

ment buildings inhabited by third

world tenants. Demonstrators urged

passers-by to join them, chanting

“Stop the lies, break all ties, divest

now,” and “Freedom yes, apartheid

no.”
On returning to rally once again at

the administration building, Low
Library, a delegation of the protesters

was told by university Trustees that on-

ly members of the University Senate

would be met. This was denounced as

“Bullshit!” and many of the

demonstrators began calling out “Let’s

take Low!” Heavy campus security,

which had been installed that morning,

made that impossible, and the tactical

leadership made a hurried decision to

recommend a takeover of the unguard-

ed business school.

Once inside Uris, students held a

mass meeting and committed
themselves to staying at least until mid-

night. They voted to declare the action

a sit-in rather than a takeover and to

set up a committee structure to ensure

that the energy generated by the sit-in

would not be dissipated during the two

remaining weeks of school or over the

summer. These included a planning

committee for a protest May 3 at the

University Senate meeting considering

the report of a study committee on
divestiture, a graduation committee, a

press committee, and a “daily

presence” committee.

The Senate report on divestment

recommends that Columbia divest

itself of stocks in banks which make
loans to the South African govern-

ment, while opposing full divestiture.

A minority report endorses complete

divestiture. Normal Senate policy is to

vote only on the majority report.

Late in the evening a slight majority

favored leaving at midnight, based

primarily on the need to organize a

strong rally for the May 3 Senate

meeting and the lack of advance plan-

ning, which, it felt, would make it very

difficult to cope with the consequences

of arrests.

Just after midnight, the protesters

proceeded to march around the cam-

pus once more, passing President

McGill’s house with about 300 people,

chanting “Bill McGill, you can’t hide,

we know you’re on apartheid’s side!”

The protest was already able to claim

a minor victory by the time it ended,

because McGill had agreed to a

meeting with the protesters the next

day. The Columbia students feel that

they can win more significant victories

in the future. As Jody LeWitter, a

member of the tactical leadership, said.

“We had 275 committed people inside.

And we’re going to be getting more
militant until Columbia divests.”

* * *

Kenny Thomas is a student who has

worked at LNS,

4,000 Harvard Students

Protest University’s

Refusal to Divest

by Sandy Shea

and Dan Rabinovitz

Liberation News Service

BOSTON (LNS)—Some 4,000 Har-

vard University students marched with

candles and torches through Cam-
bridge Thursday night, April 27, to

protest the university’s refusal to divest

its stock in companies doing business

in South Africa. Harvard has about

$360 million worth of such stock in

IBM, Standard Oil of California, GE,
Mobil, Raytheon, ITT, GM and other

large U.S. corporations.

Of all the universities in the U.S.,

Harvard has the largest endowment
fund. For this reason a decision by the

school to divest its South African ties

would have a major impact on the

divestiture movement.
The students’ campaign to force

Harvard to divest began last fall and
has steadily grown in intensity. In early

April, the Harvard Corporation, the

group which determines the univer-

sity’s financial policies, called a

meeting to “listen to the students,”

and though they carefully did not

publicize it, the meeting drew 400

angry students for a long and heated

interchange.

Spearheading the stock challenge

have been several student groups, in-

cluding the Southern Africa Solidarity

Committee, the Black, Asian-
American, Chicano, Puerto Rican and
Native American Associations at Har-

vard, and the Harvard Democratic

Socialist Organizing Committee.
Together they’ve demanded that the

university ultimately divest all its

stock, with three immediate steps: sell

any stocks in banks doing business in

South Africa (two months ago Har-
vard sold about $1 million worth of

this stock though not, it insisted, for

political reasons. It still holds non-

voting stocks); support shareholder

resolutions against investment in South
Africa; and make a public statement to

the effect that U.S. corporations

should withdraw all investments which
help prop up the racist white minority

regime.

Momentum began to build in earnest

on Friday, April 21, when 400 students

rallied in preparation for the corpora-

tion’s upcoming vote. Afterwards 100

students confronted Harvard President

Derek Bok as he came out of a building

and peppered him with questions,

preventing him from escaping to a

nearby building.

The following Monday, 1,000

students demonstrated outside the cor-

poration’s meeting. The university’s

decision was to have been announced

that day, but in the afternoon a univer-

sity spokesperson said the decision

would be postponed until later in the

week.

The announcement was met by a

militant crescendo from the

demonstrators: “Bull Shit! Bull Shit!

Bull Shit!” Before it was over, Har-

vard President Bok tried to cross from
one administration building to another

only to find his way blocked, and had

to flee across Harvard Square and back

again with about 100 taunting

demonstrators zigzagging after him.

Harvard police whisked him into a

police car and through an impromptu
barricade of students.

For the next three days and nights,

students maintained a constant vigil of

about 25 people outside University

Hall, Harvard’s main administration

building.

Wednesday night the Harvard Crim-

son managed to get hold of a copy of

the corporation’s decision and Thurs-

day morning’s headlines announced
that Harvard would not divest its

stock.

In its statement, the university com-
mitted itself only to a company by
company examination of employment
practices in South Africa. It said that it

would support stockholder resolutions

only if it were determined that these

employment practices were unaccep-

table and had no chance of ever being

changed.

Students point out that since only

0.4 percent of the black work force in

South Africa is employed in these cor-

porations, the implementation of pro-

gressive employment practices isn’t

likely to amount to much. U.S. cor-

porations do, to some extent, prop up
the South African government, Har-
vard stated, but it nevertheless main-

tained that the withdrawal of these

firms wasn’t the most effective way of

remedying the situation.

Many students were truly surprised

and angry at the university’s hardline

position and Thursday night’s torch-

light march was evidence, as an
estimated 4,000 took part in the hours-

long demonstration. The next day
about 150 students blocked University

Hall as 250 supporters marched a few
yards away. But the administration

backed away from a confrontation, as

it has done throughout this conflict,

and simply closed the building for the

day.

May 8 is the next scheduled meeting
of the Board of Overseers of the

university, which technically holds the

power to overrule the corporation’s

stock recommendation. With the

school semester coming to a close, any
further student actions will probably
be focused on this date, and on gradua-
tion ceremonies in early June.
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500 in Boston

Demand U.S. Out of S. Africa

by Mark Sommer

BOSTON (LNS)—Over 500 people

rallied at the Boston Common April 30

calling for the U.S. to end all support

for the racist South African regime.

“We’re here to say no to U.S. sup-

port, no to corporate support, and no

to university support of South

Africa,” said moderator Greg Wilkins,

a member of the American Friends Ser-

vice Committee, to the crowd.

Speakers demanded that the U.S.

halt the $1.85 billion in corporate in-

vestments by 6,000 U.S. corporations

in South Africa, an end to all U.S.

bank loans, an immediate stop to U.S.

collaboration in the creation of South

African nuclear technologies, the

denial of loans from U.S. influenced

international export-import banks, and

university divestment from corpora-

tions profiting in South Africa.

“It was three years ago today [April

30] that the Vietnam War ended and

Saigon was liberated,” said longtime

activist and media personality Danny
Schechter. He noted the significance of

the actions by large numbers of people

in effectively opposing U.S. govern-

ment intervention in Indochina.

Schechter discussed the suppression

of information in the media on the

nature of the liberation movements in

southern Africa and the critical role the

U.S. plays in propping up the Vorster

regime. Later, Schechter read a recent-

ly leaked State Department cable which

refutes corporate claims that South

African Blacks “welcome” U.S. cor-

porations into their country. The

report, prepared by U.S. Ambassador

to South Africa William Bowdler,

acknowledges the growing anger and

resentment of Blacks, particularly

youths, towards the presence of U.S.

corporations.

A speaker from the African National

Congress, a liberation movement in

South Africa, criticized the recent, sud-

den calls for “peaceful change and

moderation” by the U.S., Great Bri-

tain, France, and the racist government

of South Africa.

“They’re propping up treacherous

elements in southern Africa—we’re

told these elements represent important

sections of the Black people there,” he

told the gathering. “It’s their response

to the militancy of the liberation move-

ments. The masses are very militant

and know what they’re doing.”

A student activist from Harvard

University also addressed the crowd,

detailing the flurry of protests at that

campus aimed at forcing the school to

divest its funds from corporations in

South Africa.

Sponsors of the rally included the

American Friends Service Committee,

Mobilization for Survival, African

Liberation Support Committee, Bos-

ton Coalition for the Liberation of

South Africa, and several ad hoc

university support groups.

Kodak Defeats

Shareholder Resolution

and Stays in South Africa

NEW YORK (LNS)—Despite
pressure from anti-apartheid activists

across the U.S., Eastman Kodak Com-

pany shareholders defeated a resolu-

tion which would have barred the com-

pany from selling photographic pro-

ducts to the South African govern-

ment.

Horace Gale, an official of the

American Baptist Church, which holds

987 shares of Kodak, introduced the

resolution on grounds that profits

should not take sole precedence in this

issue.

Shareholder tallies cited at the April

25 meeting in Flemington, New Jersey,

favored Kodak’s South African sales

policies by about 20 to one. Approx-

imately 103 million shares were pro-

sales, five million against. These

figures, though, can be deceptive.

Banks often manage individual ac-

counts and vote by proxy. And U.S.

banks have also built up quite a stake

in South Africa by extending nearly $3

billion in loans to the apartheid

economy. So many of the 103 million

shares voted for continued direct sales

to South Africa were not individually

or unselfishly cast.

Kodak board chairman Walter A.

Fallon insists the company has not

disregarded U.S. trade restrictions with

South Africa’s apartheid government

and protests that Kodak is not respon-

sible for the country’s racist white

minority rule. At present, trade restric-

tions with the Pretoria regime apply

only to military equipment.

Last fall another monolith in the

photographic supply business, the

Polaroid Company, halted all sales to

South Africa, leaving a share of the

photo market in the country up for

grabs. Polaroid’s announcement

followed the discovery that the South

African government had been secretly

buying Polaroid products through a

phony drug store account. The com-

pany had previously pledged to cut off

supplies to the South African govern-

ment under pressure from protests by

Polaroid workers and anti-apartheid

activists. The protesters had targeted

use of Polaroid materials in producing

the hated “passbooks” which all Black

South Africans are required to carry.

Fallon did not say whether this was one

of the uses to which Kodak film will be

put.

In 1977 alone, Eastman Kodak

amassed $643.4 million in profits from

its worldwide sales. Kodak’s profits in

South Africa may account for as little

as one percent of all sales, according to

Paul Irish of the American Committee

on Africa. But discontinuing direct

sales to one “trouble spot” on the

globe, he theorizes, would set a prece-

dent to stop sales to repressive regimes

in Chile or the Philippines, for ex-

ample—a gesture which would cut into

millions of dollars in corporate profits

a year. ^

Anti-Nuclear Protests

Target Rocky Flats, Colo,

and Barnwell, S.C.

NEW YORK (LNS)—The weekend

of April 28-30 was marked by simul-

taneous anti-nuclear protests in several

cities across the U.S. and in London,

England, all coordinated by the

Mobilization for Survival.

The largest demonstration in the

United States was staged at the Rocky

Flats Nuclear Weapons Facility in

Rocky Flats, Colorado. Over 5,000

anti-nuclear activists participated in

the three-day protest against the plant

which produces atomic explosives for

all U.S. nuclear weapons. They called

for the plant’s closing and job and

health compensation for employees.

The Rocky Flats facility is owned by

the Energy Research and Development

Administration and operated by

Rockwell International Corporation.

Rocky Flats regularly imports

plutonium by air, rail and truck from

federally owned reactors in Hanford,

Washington and Savannah River,

South Carolina. Explosive components

manufactured there are then shipped to

Texas for assembly and sent to military

installations around the world.

Since the plant opened in 1952, over

200 fires have resulted in radioactive

leakage and several studies have in-

dicated that radioactive fallout from

the plant poses a very serious hazard.

At least 381 employees have been con-

taminated by accidents inside the plant

and nearly 11,000 acres of nearby land

and a major water supply have also

been contaminated.

Opposition to the plant has lately

come from local officials as well as the

anti-nuclear activists and environ-

mentalists. A special study group ap-

pointed by Colorado Governor
Richard Lamm, as well as a state

representative, recently recommended

to Congress that the plant be phased

out. The head of the State Health

Department has also stated that his

organization does not have enough

equipment to monitor the plant ade-

quately. And the county’s health direc-

tor recently stated that he has statistical

studies showing a higher incidence of

cancer and birth defects around Rocky

Flats than in other parts of the county.

South Carolina Protest

In Barnwell, South Carolina, 1,000

anti-nuclear protesters marched up to

the gates of the Allied General Nuclear

Service installation April 28, demand-

ing that the commercial reprocessing

plant be converted to a non-nuclear

function or permanently closed. The

protesters erected a tent city three miles

from the grounds of the plant for the

three-day protest. On the last day, 250

demonstrators were arrested after they

refused to leave the grounds of the

facility.

The Allied General Nuclear Service

installation is being constructed at a

cost of $300 million dollars to process

[continued on page 10]
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Navajo Oilfield Occupiers
Win Most Demands

by Tom Barry
Liberation News Service

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (LNS)

—

Seventeen days after hundreds of
Navajo Indians in southern Utah shut
down the drilling by four major oil

companies in the Aneth Oilfield, the

representatives of Texaco, Continental
Oil, Phillips Petroleum, and Superior
Oil agreed to most of the occupiers’

demands.

On March 30, the communities of
Montezuma Creek and Aneth occupied
the Texaco pump station and office

near Montezuma Creek to protest

racist treatment of Navajos by the oil

companies, unfair royalty schedules of
the oil leases with the Navajo Tribe,

and environmental damage caused by
the companies.

The occupation, which involved
most residents of the small Navajo
communities in the Aneth Oil field,

was led by the Coalition for Navajo
Liberation and the American Indian
Movement.
At first the companies refused to

negotiate until the occupiers left the

company offices and opened up the oil-

field, which produces over 5.5 million

barrels of oil each year. But after two
weeks of the occupation and a bit of
pushing by officials of the Navajo
Tribe and the Department of the In-

terior, corporate representatives finally

agreed to meet with the occupiers to

negotiate the list of 20 demands. The
negotiations lasted for three days. And
by the end, the oil companies agreed to
18 of the demands, promising, among
other things:

•to reseed and reclaim damaged Nava-
jo land;

•to prohibit oil company employees
from drinking on the reservation and
from carrying firearms;

•to compensate all Navajos who have
had grazing land damaged or livestock

killed because of the oil drilling opera-
tions;

•to replace Navajo water wells damag-
ed by the oil drilling;

•to initiate a policy of preference hir-

ing for Navajos;

•to provide a $5,000 scholarship for

area students each year.

Navajo tribal officials promised the
occupiers that they would have the
Navajo Tribal Utility extend power
lines beyond the larger Arizona section
of the tribe into the Utah part. And the
oil companies agreed to use their influ-

ence with El Paso Natural Gas to have
gas piped to the homes of the oc-
cupiers. Although Aneth is energy-rich

in natural gas, oil and coal, the power
companies have not yet made utilities

available to the rural Navajos.

Companies Refuse to Re-open Leases
The oil companies, while meeting

most of the demands of the Aneth
community, refused to open negotia-
tions on their oil leases. The leases were
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first negotiated in the early 1950’s by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA)—the federal agency which ad-
ministers Indian reservations in the

U.S.—and were signed without the
written approval of the Navajo Tribe.

The 99-year leases give the tribe only
the small royalty rate of 12.5 percent of
the value of the oil produced. The
demonstrators charged that other
leases negotiated more recently
brought in 60 percent royalties. They
wanted community participation in re-

negotiating the old leases and a limit of
10 years on the life of new leases.

“The question of lease renegotiation
is basically a federal problem—a mat-
ter between the federal government
and the Tribe itself,” insisted John
Masson, negotiator for Texaco.
During the negotiations, the Tribe

and the spokesperson for the Interior

Department said they would start re-

viewing the old oil leases.

Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter Mac-
Donald announced that he was “very
pleased” with the settlement. And
Jonas Mustache, president of the
Aneth Chapter of the Navajo Tribe,

said, “I am surprised and proud of
Utah Navajos for a job well done.”
The leadership of the Coalition for

Navajo Liberation, however, was dis-

satisfied with the companies’ offers

because of the refusal to renegotiate

the exploitative lease agreements. They
decided to end the occupation because
of the majority sentiment of the many
hundreds of occupiers.

* * *

(Tom Barry contributes regularly to

LNS, The Navajo Times and The
Guardian.^

Worker Militancy Grows
in Spain;

Hundreds of Thousands
Strike, Demonstrate

by the Iberian News Service

BARCELONA (INS/LNS)—More
than a million people marched through
the streets of Madrid and other
Spanish cities on May 1. The massive
outpouring marked the first legal May
Day demonstration since the 1939 vic-

tory of fascist forces led by
Generalissimo Francisco Franco. And
it also marked the growing militancy
and organization of Spanish workers,
who have engaged in a wave of strikes

in recent months.
Tens of thousands of Spaniards took

to the streets during the months of
March and April; not, however to en-
job the springtime weather. The degree
of labor conflict has been high and is

mounting. Nationwide strikes occurred
in a number of sectors, accompanied
by sympathy work-stoppages in related
industries.

Strikes with extremely high levels of
participation were launched in such
major industries as textiles, merchan-
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dise transportation and the metal in-

dustry (200,000 nationwide). But in-

dustrial workers aren’t the only people
who have gone out on strike. Hundreds
of tractors blocked the highways in

northern Spain during the month of
March, as farmers struck for govern-
ment regulations and prices to aid the
producer. Fishermen in Cadiz refused
to bring in the catch. And there were
violents confrontations between police
and strikers in that city—where
unemployment has soared since the
failure of the ship-building industry in

the fall.

Now 56,000 teachers have joined
graphic artists and other striking

workers out on the streets.

Between 80 and 95 percent of the
workers in many sectors and regions
have joined the strikes. And picket

committees have proved effective and
militant enough to keep out most
strikebreakers and extend the strikes.

By early March, according to
estimates, the strikes amounted to one
million work days during 1978. And
some of the largest actions of the year
have taken place during the two
months since then.

The current wave of strikes has
swept aside the labor truce imposed
along with a 22 percent ceiling on wage
increases in an agreement signed by
Spain’s major political parties last fall.

And it has demonstrated the unity and
organizational muscle of a labor move-
ment which was first legalized only last

May. In less than a year, the unions
have built organizations capable of
organizing entire branches of industry
nationwide.

Negotiations on all contracts that
have expired since last December had
been delayed until minimal labor
legislation reforms and factory elec-

tions could be completed. And those
elections provided another rebuff to
conservative Premier Adolfo Suarez.
Unions affiliated with his party took a
measly three percent of the represen-
tative posts. Meanwhile, the Com-
munist Party-dominated Workers’
Commissions emerged from the
clandestine organizing they had con-
ducted under Franco to win 35 percent
of the posts, with the Socialist Party’s
General Workers’ Union running a
close second.

Protests Spread
The wave of protest has spread,

despite frequent police attacks on
demonstrators. In the Barcelona area,
for instance, aside from numerous
strike activities, 10,000 people marched
against unemployment; a group of
parents occupied a day-care center
which had been built but not put into
use; police fired rubber bullets at a
march for schools, wounding two
women and a little girl; 25,000 students
marched for “Freedom of Expres-
sion”; and four women prisoners went
on a hunger strike for more than a
month to protest a prison murder. And
all this happened within a period of a
few weeks.
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Uranium Causing Cancer
in Miners

by Tom Barry

Liberation News Service

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (LNS)

—

“Three of my friends died last year of
lung cancer,” said Paul Hollman, a
uranium miner for 18 years near
Grants, New Mexico. “And then the
doctors told me I had cancer too and I

thought for sure that I’d die too. But I

was lucky, they got rid of the cancer by
taking half my lung out.

“All the cancer that’s now showing
up among uranium miners is because
of the radioactivity in the mines.

Everybody knows it but the companies
deny the link between uranium mining
and cancer, so they refuse to give us

any benefits.”

With the new boom in uranium min-
ing due to the growing nuclear in-

dustry, the dangers of uranium mining
are affecting an increasing number of
workers in the Grants Uranium Belt. In

this 3,000 square mile stretch of north-

western New Mexico, over one-half of

the country’s uranium reserves lie in

sand and limestone formations under
the dry, mesa landscape.

The hazards of uranium mining have
been known for at least 100 years. In

the middle of the nineteenth century,

European countries began noticing

that their uranium miners were dying
from lung cancer at a rate 50-70 per-

cent higher than the rest of the popula-
tion. In 1930, Germany discovered that

airborne radioactivity in the mines was
causing lung cancer in uranium miners.

A study in Czechoslovakia in 1935

found that about one-half of the coun-
try’s uranium miners were dying from
lung cancer and about 80 percent of the

non-cancer deaths came from other

lung diseases like tuberculosis and
silicosis.

As a result of that study, the Interna-

tional Commission on Radiation Pro-

tection established maximum concen-
tration of radon gas permissible in

uranium mines. Czechoslovakia then

installed ventilation systems designed

to rid the mines of the radioactive gas.

Despite the evidence of the high cor-

relation between uranium mining and
cancer, the United States did virtually

nothing to regulate the levels of radon
gas in the uranium mines during the

first two decades of uranium mining in

the country. The Public Health Service

did study the problem and found that

radon concentrations in U.S. mines
were between 20 and 230 times the in-

ternationally accepted standard.

The Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) chose to ignore this data and
resisted attempts to enforce special

safety regulations for the country’s
new uranium mines. During the Cold
War era, warnings about the dangers

of radioactivity were labelled as being

part of a communist plot. Likewise,

technical information about the
hazards of uranium mining were con-

veniently “restricted.” The AEC,
which managed the company’s new

nuclear industry, also rejected pro-
posals to install ventilation systems in

the mines as being too costly and not
within the confines of its budget.

It was not until 1971 that the AEC
enforced strict ventilation standards
for the country’s uranium mines. But
by that time, it was already too late for

many hundreds of American miners.

According to Charles Johnson,
former administrator of the Public
Health Service (PHS), “Of the 6,000
men who have been uranium miners,

an estimated 600 to 1,100 will die of
lung cancer within the next 20 years

because of radioactive exposure on the

job.”

Company spokesmen are among the

first to minimize or deny the reality of
the health hazard. As John Selters,

Project Manager for the Gulf uranium
mine near Grants, stated, “The condi-
tions in the mines are vastly improved.
Today there is no real danger for the
miners. The lung problems now just

come from men smoking in the mine.”
The Oil, Chemical, and Atomic

Workers International (OCAW) does
not share that opinion. In a statement
before the Senate Human Resource
subcommittee studying mining regula-

tions, OCAW representative Steven
Wodka said that three Kerr McGee
uranium mines in the Grants area have
habitually operated at radiation levels

exceeding the new federal shutdown
level. The OCAW charged that

workers at Kerr McGee, the largest

uranium employer in the Grants area,

are exposed to heavy acid fumes and
radioactive dust. Wodka testified that

the daily radiation level at the Kerr
McGee mines exceeded by as much as

6.5 times the levels allowed by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC).
Mag Martinez, local OCAW presi-

dent and a veteran of the mines for 17

years, described company practices

reminiscent of those used by coal

operators and by owners in other in-

dustries subject to government health

and safety regulations: “Federal in-

spectors regularly come into the mines
and often shut them down during the

day to ventilate them or to make
repairs so that they will comply with
regulations.

“But here’s the thing,” Martinez
continued, “the mining supervisors

want the production so they’ll open the

mines up again on the swing and night

shifts—and the miners then never
know a thing about the inspection.”

Martinez also said that when repairs

are made to bring the mines into com-
pliance with federal levels, it’s the

miners who make them, exposing
themselves to high levels of radiation in

the process.

Union leader Martinez readily ad-

mitted that conditions at the mines
have improved vastly since the early

uranium days but added, “Many of the

present problems come as a result of
the company’s system of incentives

that encourage the miners to work
faster and disregard the safety regula-

tions.”

Concerning the recently published
problems of radiation contamination
of the Grants area water supply and
air, Martinez said, “Our union has

warned the companies about this

danger before but nothing was ever

done—not a damn thing.”

Oil companies own 80 percent of the

nation’s uranium industry, and as

Martinez put it, “The oil companies
that own the mines have so much
power in this country that not much is

accomplished.”
* * *

(Tom Barry contributes regularly to
LNS, The Navajo Times and the Guar-
dian .)

Hawaiians Continue to Contest

Decades of Navy Bombing

NEW YORK (LNS)— Native
Hawaiians are continuing to fight the

37 years of U.S. Navy practice bomb-
ing of Kaho’olawe, the smallest of the
eight major islands in the Hawaiian
chain.

The Hawaiians, who have occupied
the site on a number of occasions in the
past several years, are currently dis-

puting the Navy’s latest report on the
impact of its bombing. The study, an
updated version of the Navy’s 1972
report, was ordered in court last year
after the Hawaiians brought suit

against the Navy.
In the latest court hearings April

10-27, the Hawaiian activists, joined
by environmental organizations and
even the otherwise pro-military state

legislature, pointed to the severe weak-
nesses in the new study.

Native Hawaiians noted that the
cultural impact of the bombing is not
even mentioned in the report and are
accusing the Navy of “cultural im-
perialism.” Naval artillery has shelled

more than 50 historical and religious

sites which might qualify for the Na-
tional Register of Historic Places.

Haunani Trask, spokeswoman for the
native Hawaiian coalition, said at a
recent hearing, “If you must bomb,
why not do it on your own historic

sites, such as the Washington Monu-
ment, or Mount Vernon or Plymouth
Rock?” Archeologists have already
unearthed remarkably well-preserved

habitation sites, some dating back
before European intervention in the

1700’s, on the Navy’s target island.

The Navy has also incurred the
wrath of environmentalists. Nearly 900
plants out of a total of 1700 on the
federal endangered plant list grow on
Hawaii—and more may be discovered
on Kaho’olawe itself. The spawning
habits of the endangered humpback
whale, which lives in waters adjacent to

Kaho’olawe, have also been disturbed
by nearly four decades of naval “readi-
ness” preparations. Ecological ac-

tivists are strengthening the court suit

against the Navy by using every
available piece of environmental
legislation adopted in recent years.

The Navy maintains there is no
evidence supporting the presence of
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any endangered plants or animals on
Kaho’olawe, but it has bowed some-
what to popular pressure, by voluntar-

ily curtailing some practice bombing
and it conceded in a recent hearing that

the bombings indeed “have an impact
on the cultural aspect of Kaho’-
olawe.”

(See packets 891 and 902forfirst-hand
reports on the living conditions of
Virgin Islanders colonized by the U.S.)

Local Colonial Leaders Meet
in U.S. Virgin Islands

by David Borgen
Liberation News Service

ST. THOMAS, Virgin Islands (LNS)

—The United States Virgin Islands

(USVI) Constitutional Convention has

just closed—with a convulsion of

xenophobia. The 60 member body
dominated by wealthy interests has

been meeting since last fall and tinker-

ing with the structure of colonial

government. Then, in a tumultuous

last session April 21, it overstepped its

Congressional mandate by making a

series of seemingly contradictory

demands for more autonomy from the

U.S. and more power to oppress the

USVI’s underclass of alien laborers.

In October 1976, the U.S. Congress

passed enabling legislation mandating

the micro-colony of St. Thomas, St.

Croix, and St. John, (Caribbean

islands 45 miles east of Puerto Rico) to

hold a Constitutional Convention to

restructure its local government. Con-
gress directed the panel not to revise

the existing colonial relationship which
defines the USVI as an unincorporated

territory of the U.S. But feeling was
strong among the delegates—mostly

comprador politicians and large land-

owners like the Paiewonskys, the

Lockharts, the Creques—that despite

the Congressional directive, this was
the time to send their requests to Con-
gress. After signing the proposed Con-
stitution (which still can be vetoed or

altered by Congress and the President

before coming to a referendum in the

USVI) the delegates returned to debate

a proposed Federal Relations Act
which recommends revision of the

USVPs colonial status.

The politicians “want to have their

cake and eat it too,” said one woman
who has lived in the Virgin Islands for

several years. “They demand more
autonomy up to a point until it en-

dangers receiving funds and bailouts

from Washington.”
The question of how best to resolve

this contradiction raised heated debate

among delegates. They indicted the

system of colonialism and the endless

“begging and pleading” in Washing-
ton by Virgin Islanders in the past. It

was the consensus of the Convention
that the USVI should seek “autonomy
and self-government.” Although many
present favored a Commonwealth
status similar to Puerto Rico’s, it was

pointed out that this is a nebulous

status which has hindered Puerto
Rico’s movement toward self-

government and at the same time has

been used by the U.S. Courts to deny
Puerto Rico parity on some U.S. aid

programs. A compromise formulation

was devised and adopted: “We no
longer wish to remain an unincor-

porated territory.” Thus the conven-

tion served notice to Washington that

the question of status could no longer

be considered a dead issue in USVI
politics.

Along the same lines, the Conven-

tion demanded an end to Congress’

power to annul USVI laws, an end to

the supervisory jurisdiction of the

Department of Interior, and a limita-

tion of the power of the U.S. District

Court in favor of expanded power for

the USVI judiciary. The Federal Rela-

tions Act also contains a provision to

replace the U.S. appointed Comp-
troller with a popularly elected

Comptroller-General of the VI, and to

confer full voting rights on the USVI’s
delegate in Congress.

Colonial Privileges

While demanding more in-

dependence from Washington, the

local elite jealously guarded its

privileges under the American colonial

system. The Federal Relations Act
enumerates the USVI’s countless

special tax arrangements and demands
their retention. These include the

return of federal income and customs

taxes to the VI treasury. In fact, a pro-

posal to demand a USVI vote in

American presidential elections was
voted down on the rationale that such a

vote might jeopardize these tax

privileges. The Convention demanded
complete parity in the U.S. aid pro-

grams for Virgin Islanders, the return

of excise taxes on Hess Oil from St.

Croix exported to the U.S, and a

special $10 million appropriation of

federal funds “to compensate expenses

due to imposed immigration.”

It was on the question of “immigra-
tion” that the class nature of the Con-
vention showed through most clearly.

The immigration question in local

terms refers to the estimated 15,000

(of a territorial population of 100,000)

temporary non-immigrant aliens from
economically depressed British West
Indian islands, particularly St. Kitts

and Antigua. Admitted legally under
the Immigration and Naturalization

Service’s (INS) H-2 and H-4 programs,
these workers in the construction and
hotel industries and their families make
up the USVI’s laboring class. Although
most have been in the Virgin Islands

for ten to twenty years, restrictive INS
quotas make naturalization impossible

and vulnerability permanent. “Tem-
porary aliens” are subject to deporta-

tion if unemployed for 60 days and
have been victimized by the long reces-

sion and high unemployment. Upper
and middle class native Virgin
Islanders are virulently prejudiced

against these fellow West Indians and
benefit from the same prejudice held

by native workers against down-
islanders.

Anti-Alien Measures

The key anti-alien measures were

the resolutions on immigration and

USVI citizenship. Section 21 of the

Federal Relations Act, if approved by

Congress, would give the USVI
government the right to restrict entry

into the islands. A joint USVI-US Im-

migration Commission would be

established with the authority “to

review, on a case-by-case basis, the

status, circumstances, and character of

those aliens presently residing in the VI
and to recommend any adjustment in

the status of such aliens. . .” This is

the same formula as that proposed in

Congress by Rep. Joshua Eilberg (now
under investigation) and would give the

local elite virtually unlimited power
over the lives of the Virgin Islands

working class. This plan has been at-

tacked by George Goodwin, President

of the Alien Interest Movement, which

seeks a blanket adjustment of all tem-

porary aliens to permanent resident

status. Section 21 was approved over

the lone objection of the labor

delegate, Hugo Dennis, President of

the Central Labor Council.

In a similar vein, the Convention’s

last resolution redefined the meaning
of a “citizen of the USVI.” A citizen

of the USVI, according to the resolu-

tion, is anyone who resided in the

islands at the time of the transfer to

U.S. hegemony in 1917, or anyone
born here. This leaves out thousands of
naturalized citizens from down-island

who also consider themselves citizens

of the USVI.
Adoption of the Federal Relations

Act closed the Convention, which had
written an otherwise unremarkable
constitution. The number of senators

in the local assembly was raised from
15 to 17. A Virgin Islands Supreme
Court of three justices was created.

Local governments (mayors and
district assemblies) were invented for

each of the three islands. While osten-

sibly laudable, these measures
perpetuate the local trend of increasing

the government payroll without in-

creasing social services. While the con-

stitutional compradors were creating

new jobs for themselves, the Govern-
ment proposed a mere 2.5% salary in-

crease for hardpressed teachers who
have been without increases for two
years due to government insolvency.

The final gavel of the USVI Con-
stitutional Convention was hammered
down, April 21, by its President, At-

torney Alexander A. Farrelly. Farrelly,

a kingpin of the local Democratic
Party (a branch of the U.S. party), and
twice defeated candidate for Governor,
is local counsel for Hess Oil, the multi-

national giant which operates one of
the world’s largest oil refineries on
St. Croix.

* * *

(David Borgen is a teacher in St.

Thomas and has written on this subject

for the North American Congress on
Latin America [NACLAJJ
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(See packets 893 and 90S for back-

ground,)

NLRB Drops Injunction;

J.P. Stevens Off The Hook

Liberation News Service

NEW YORK (LNS)—“Why did the

National Labor Relations Board drop

the injunction against J.P. Stevens?

Damned if I know!” raged Burt Beck,

a spokesperson for the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers Union
(ACTWU) in a telephone interview

with LNS. “Maybe they wanted to

clear their desk of paperwork. It was
the easiest way out for them.”
The NLRB dropped its four-month

old injunction against Stevens at the

end of April after the second largest

textile company in the nation agreed to

reinstate thirteen workers. The thirteen

people from different plants were fired

over a period of the past few years

because of their union organizing

activities. At present, the re-hired

workers have not been granted back

pay, and still have suits against Stevens

pending in court. The two union

activists cited in the NLRB case who
were not rehired have filed suit as well.

“We wish the labor board hadn’t

withdrawn the injunction,” Beck
continued. “Given Stevens’ history of

labor law violations, I’m wary about

the company’s word. Stevens isn’t

legally bound to honor its pledge to the

NLRB, you know. We’re not happy
about this,” Beck concluded.

Stevens officials said in a press

release that the terms of its settlement

with the NLRB “are identical to the

terms the company had offered before

the suit was filed in the U.S. District

Court in New York”—though if this is

the case, one wonders why the NLRB
filed suit at all.

The textile dynasty’s latest

settlement did not include any

admission that it violated existing labor

laws, as charged by the NLRB. Six

cases against Stevens on this issue still

stand before the board.

Raymond Green, an attorney with

the NLRB, claims, “We accomplished

our goal. If Stevens resorts to what we
call ‘coercive conduct,’ the company
will be legally forced to acknowledge

some 45 allegations already filed

against it.” In a telephone interview

with LNS, Green said the board opted

to halt the injunction because “we
sought immediate relief for the thirteen

workers. There’s no saying that the

workers would have won their case if

litigation dragged on for another

year.” Green was surprised that

Stevens agreed to the settlement at all,

and concedes the company may be

merely getting a breather in which it

could re-coup its anti-union strategies.

Under the terms of the present

settlement, Stevens will not be

monetarily penalized if it dishonors its

pledge.

J.P. Stevens has had a checkered

career of run-ins with employee union

organizers, the Textile Workers Union

of American (TWUA) which merged in

to the ACTWU, and the NLRB. The
textile union’s efforts to organize at

Stevens’ plants have been bullishly

blocked for the past 15 years by
Stevens’ executives, who either refuse

to bargain or who insist on writing

their own contracts. The NLRB found
Stevens guilty of violating labor law

provisions in fifteen separate cases

between 1965 and 1976.

Workers, of course, have been the

hardest hit. In 1969 after the NLRB
ordered Stevens to bargain with

workers at the Statesboro, Georgia

textile plant, Stevens brusquely cut

wages. (J.P. Stevens has since closed

the Statesboro plant, displacing

hundreds of workers.) The average

hourly wage at the company in 1974

was $3.20—a full $1.42 less than the

national average for factory workers.

Furthermore, a discrimination suit

brought to a federal appeals court

in December 1975 charged that white

employees at the Roanoke Rapids,

North Carolina plant earned an arbi-

trary $670 per year more than Black

workers with the same education and
job experience.

In spite of litigation costs and several

back-pay settlements, J.P. Stevens is

not in the poorhouse. Gross annual

sales for 1977 were more than $1.4

billion; the textile paladins sliced out

$1.69 million in profits for the same
year. And between 1968 and 1976, the

Defense Department bestowed $118.5

million worth of contracts upon the

company. The rationale behind this

move was that the Department of

Defense and the National Labor
Relations Board are playing two
different ballgames, and labor laws do
not necessarily apply to the DOD.
The Amalgamated Clothing and

Textile Workers Union terms Stevens

the nation’s “Number 1 corporate

enemy.” When a New York federal

appeals court cited the company for

contempt, Stevens earned the epithet

“most notorious recidivist” in labor

law.

Black Workers Sue

Delta Airlines

For Racist Firings

NEW YORK (LNS)—A group of

former Delta Airlines employees filed

suit against the company April 21 in

Atlanta charging that their firings were
the result of racial discrimination.

“We know there’s discrimination

against Blacks at Delta, and we’re go-

ing to prove it,” stated Tyrone
Hughley of the Committee Against

Racial Discrimination at Delta (CAR-
DAD). “If they went back there and
investigated Delta, it’d make
Watergate look like a molehill.”

CARDAD represents 40 Black

former Delta employees fired for

allegedly violating the company’s
“relative policy” which stipulates that

no two close relatives can work for

Delta at the same time. According to

Hughley, no white workers have been

fired by Delta for violating this policy.

In addition, says Hughley, Black

workers are forced into the lowest pay-

ing and most demeaning jobs at Delta.

Since late 1977, CARDAD has

organized a nationwide boycott against

Delta in 10 major 'cities across the

U.S., because, says Hughley, “We
won’t depend on the courts to stop

Delta’s racism.”

Narcotic Forcefully

Tested on Patients Nationwide

NEW YORK (LNS)— Fifty
federally-funded drug addiction treat-

ment centers across the U.S. are testing

out a potentially dangerous drug on
6,000 patients who reportedly have lit-

tle choice in the matter.

The Los Angeles-based Institute for

the Study of Medical Ethics charges

that patients have been ridiculed by
their counselors or denied standard

methadone treatment and forced to go
cold turkey for rejecting the inade-

quately tested narcotic L-Alpha-
Acetylmethadol, or LAAM. In sworn
affidavits, the institute states that ad-

dicts have been fiercely discouraged

from leaving the experimental pro-

gram, have been kept in the dark about
the drug’s powerful side effects, and
have signed consent forms abdicating

their personal rights in the experiment

without full understanding of the drug
program.

Funding for the LAAM program
comes from the National Institute on
Drug Abuse (NIDA), a division of the

Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. The program was initiated by
HEW in 1969. The California-based

patients advocate group is filing a for-

mal complaint against NIDA, urging

that the coercive style of the program
be eliminated.

Use of LAAM has provoked a cata-

logue of side effects, including

headaches, fatigue, stomach cramps
and withdrawal symptoms. One un-

suspecting subject informed the

medical ethics institute, “When I asked

to be taken off and placed on metha-
done, they delayed for a month..., say-

ing it was all in my head and that

the LAAM was working. I was ac-

cused of trying to get high when in fact

I had to use illegal narcotics just to stay

well enough to function while on
LAAM.” And a doctor verified that

patients are abruptly detoxified “if the

client breaks the rules of the clinic or

the research study.”

To add insult to injury, addicts were
billed $60 a month for the privilege of

participating in the Phase III testing of

the dangerous narcotic. Patrick Robin-

son, director of research for the Insti-

tute for the Study of Medical Ethics,

says, “In all our experience, it has been
the researcher who paid the experimen-

tal subject to test a new drug.”
* * *

Forfurther information, contact

Patrick Robinson at the Institute for
the Study of Medical Ethics, P. O. Box
17307, Los Angeles, Calif. 90017
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(Si packet 905 and 907 for
background information.)

West Germany:
Reflections on the Russell Tribunal

by Marta Luxemburg
Liberation News Service

FRANKFURT, Germany (LNS)

—

On Sunday, April 2, the first session of
the Russell Tribunal investigating

violations of human rights in Germany
came to a close. It concluded with a
carefully worded announcement,
offering no judgment, but solemn
warning that democracy in the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG) is in

danger—a view commonly held by
many West Germans.

Now, a month after the Tribunal,

participants and observers are taking

time to reflect on the accomplishments
and weaknesses of an effort that took
two years to build. Preparations for

the Third Russell Tribunal (the first

investigated U.S. war crimes in

Indochina and the second investigated

repression in Latin America) have been
underway since 1976. At that time
various political organizations met
with representatives of the Russell

Foundation to discuss the growing
anti-democratic and repressive condi-
tions inside West Germany. The an-

nouncement that the Tribunal would
open on March 28 was welcomed by
many organizations and individuals

concerned with this trend.

For this event, an international jury

of more than 25 people met to examine
Berufsverbot—a set of laws issued as

part of the so-called “Radicals De-
cree” in 1972—which bans from civil

service jobs people who are held to

have “anti-constitutional” political

convictions. Aimed primarily at com-
munists and other leftists, the ban has
also been used against liberals. One
case presented to the jury was that of a
man named Heberlin who described

himself as a Christian and explained

how he was denied a job because he
wasn’t “anti-communist enough”
making him unable “to recognize com-
munist intrigues as contrary to the

Constitution and to react in the proper
manner.”

So far, over 4,000 persons have been
excluded or have lost their jobs since

these laws were passed. “The ease with
which the Radical Decree was
universally adopted and employed,”
said a report issued by the Tribunal,

“reflects the abnormally hostile

reaction to any progressive (left)

political effort in Germany.” Thus, the

practice of Berufsverbot has been the

most significant factor in “institu-

tionalizing the undermining of what
might have developed into an effective

political force to counter the ruling

center and the right parties in the years
to follow.”

Public employees most affected by
these laws include not only those
working in the federal, state and local

administrations, but also teachers and

others working in schools and
universities, railway and postal

employees and hospital workers, to

name some of the largest categories.

“For the individuals affected,” says a
Tribunal report, “exclusions from the

public service is likely to be
devastating. Often there is no
possibility of alternative employment;
for even when the state is not the

major employer the alleged ‘disloyalty’

will become known wherever one
goes,”

The arm of the government for

carrying out Berufsverbot is the

German intelligence service ( Verfas

-

singsschultz). This domestic intelligence

service operates on a “huge scale” and
gathers information about “every
kind of political activity by German
citizens.” It was learned at the

Tribunal that when individuals seek

employment, Verfassingsschuttz trans-

mits its information to the employers.

According to the Tribunal, “the extent

of surveillance by the Verfassings-

schultz was vast and increasing.”

Government Disruptions

From the outset, the West German
government orchestrated a campaign
to disrupt the planned proceedings.
Organizers and participants were
labeled as supporters of so-called

“terrorists” and accused of
“slandering” the German state. The
Interior Minister even considered
outlawing the Tribunal, which would
ironically have placed the Tribunal in a
similar position to the cases it planned
to investigate. A few days before the

Tribunal convened, two university

teachers were arrested while pasting up
posters, publicizing the event.

Systematic efforts were also made by
the government to force the youth
branches of the parties in the ruling

coalition to withdraw their support for
the Tribunal. In October 1977, for
instance, the presidium of Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt’s Social Democratic
Party (SPD) issued an internal

directive requiring all members to

disassociate themselves from the
Tribunal, and stated that their

participation in the work of the
Tribunal constituted ground for losing

party membership.
Despite these intense government

efforts to erode the Tribunal’s popular
base of support, the Tribunal convened
as scheduled and received wide pub-
licity across Europe.

The Tribunal
The Tribunal was held at a public

building in Harheim, a suburb of
Frankfurt. The international jury dealt

exclusively with Berufsverbot. More
than 500 cases were reviewed in the
process of selecting 12 cases which
were thoroughly researched and
documented before being presented to
the jury.

In an effort to hear arguments “in
support of the propriety of the
Berufsverbot policy,” the Tribunal
invited government officials, profes-

Tribunal Verdict

The Tribunal put the following

four questions to the vote of the

members of the International Jury.

The vote was taken by secret ballot;

the members of the German ad-

visory committee did not vote.

1. Are citizens of the Federal
Republic of Germany being denied
the right to exercise their profession

in the public service on account of
their political views? For: 16.

Against: nil. Abstaining: nil.

Requiring more evidence: nil.

2. Does the practice of Berufsver-

bot represent a serious threat to

human rights? For: 16. Against: nil.

Abstaining: nil. Requiring more
evidence: nil.

3. Is the practice of Berufsverbot
applied in a discriminatory way
against people holding opinions of a

particular character? For: 16.

Against: nil. Abstaining: nil.

Requiring more evidence: nil.

4. Is the practice of Berufsverbot
linked with discriminatory practices

perpetrated by other bodies,

especially, trade unions, pofessional

organizations and in churches? For:
7. Against: nil. Abstaining: 1. Re-
quiring more evidence: 8.

sors and journalists in favor of the gov-
ernment policy to testify. All declined
to attend the Tribunal.

The Tribunal found a “clear and
persistent pattern” of government
discrimination in violation of the

basic law of the FRG. “Of particular

relevance to an inquiry on Berufsver-
bot are the constitutional guarantees
that all Germans shall be able to

choose their occupation or profession
as well as their place of work and train-

ing and, most significantly, that no one
may be prejudiced because of his/her

political opinions.”

The case of Maria Leterer of Augs-
burg was a typical example. She was
refused a teaching position because she
had participated in a committee against

Berufsverbot.

Another example was the case of
Hans Wedel of Frankfort. He was
banned from receiving a job for

attending a national convention of the

KDM/ML—a small Marxist-Leninist

party.

Shortcomings
The Tribunal’s investigation of

Berufsverbot, however, had several

shortcomings. The pro-Soviet German
Communist Party (DKP) refused to

participate in the Tribunal because the
Russell Foundation mentioned that it

might hold a similar Tribunal on the

German Democratic Republic (East

Germany). Almost 60 percent of the

cases of Berufsverbot are against DKP
members.

Additional problems surrounded the

decision announced by one jury
member on the opening day that “the

[continued on page 10]
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(See packets 908, 907, 901, 898, 896for
more background analysis.)

Tension Still Mounts in Italy

Two Months After

Moro Kidnapping

by M.R.
Liberation News Service

The kidnapping of former Italian

Prime Minister Aldo Moro by urban
guerrillas of the Red Brigades (BR) has

become a melodrama that unfolds in

daily installments—communiques
from the Brigades, sorrowful letters

from Moro to his family, angry letters

from Moro to his fellow party leaders

who have refused to negotiate for his

life, appeals from the Pope and from
the Secretary General of the United
Nations. Meanwhile, Moro ’s fate and
his whereabouts remain as much a

mystery as they had been on the day of
his kidnapping almost two months
earlier.

VENICE (LNS)—On Monday,
April 10, a handwritten letter by Aldo
Moro was put out by the Red Brigades

(BR). In the letter, Moro attacked Ta-

viani, one of his colleagues in the

Christia i Democratic Party (DC) and
one-time Minister of the Interior.

On Tuesday, April 11, the BR gunned
down a prison guard in Turin, thus

putting into effect their strategy of
“demolishing the prison system.”

Before dying, the guard managed to

wound one of his assailants, who was
later arrested at the hospital where his

companions dropped him off. The cap-

tured BR member turned out to be a

28-year-old worker named Cristoforo

Piancone, and a former member of the

Italian Communist Party, (PCI) which
is now part of the government’s

parliamentary majority and the most
adamant opponent of any negotiations

with the BR.
On Wednesday, April 12, the DC of

Bari, Moro’s home town, and a local

bishop appealed to the government not

to refuse to negotiate with the BR.
On Friday, April 14, it was reported

that the PCI, with the intention of

aiding in the search for BR sympa-
thizers or activists, had handed over to

the political department of the police

lists of ex-Party members who (like

Piancone) had left or been expelled

from the ranks. Party leaders later hot-

ly denied this (it would mean that Party

members intending to resign risk being

branded as Red Brigaders), but admit-

ted that all Party members had been in-

structed to keep their eyes and ears

open and to report anything suspicious

to the newly-instituted “vigilance of-

ficer” in each local Party branch.

On Saturday, April 15, the BR
issued its sixth communique since the

kidnapping, announcing that Moro
had been “tried, found guilty ad con-

demned to death.”

On Tuesday, April 18 (thirtieth an-

niversary of the DC’s greatest landslide

election victory), a communique pur-

porting to be the BR’s #7 was put out,

announcing Moro’s execution and say-

ing that his body was in an inaccessible

mountain lake under three feet of snow
and ice. Despite the communique’s
dubious authenticity, police helicopters

searched the area and frogmen dug
holes in the ice. At the same time, a

leaking faucet (flooding the apartment

below) led to the discovery of a BR
hideout near the scene of the kidnap-

ping. Classified police documents found
there gave rise to speculation, “Have
the BR infiltrated the police?”

And so the daily drama continues.

Up to this point, nearly all “of-

ficial” opinion (i.e. that of the

Parliamentary parties) had been solidly

opposed to any talk of negotiations

with the BR, on the grounds that the

state must stand firm or there would be
chaos. This, however, meant leaving

the BR with virtually no choice but to

kill Aldo Moro, an event which many
fear would be followed by an unprece-

dented pogrom aginst all forms of
political dissent, organization or activi-

ty to the left of the PCI.

Revolutionary Left

Demands Negotiations

On Wednesday, April 19, this solid

wall began to crack. Lotta Continua
(The Struggle Continues) a daily paper
of a revolutionary left group of the

same name, published an appeal

“originating from circles close to the

Moro family,” which asked the state

and the BR both to seek a solution that

might spare Moro’s life. It asked the

state to relinquish its “fideistic and
fetishistic defense of its own
perogatives and functions,” in other

words, to abandon its no-negotiation

stance.

As the days passed, this appeal col-

lected signatures from the most
disparate quarters. Among them:

Heinrich Boll (Nobel-winning
novelist), ten bishops, one archbishop,

the President of Catholic Action (a

right-wing Catholic organization, close

to the DC), numerous university

teachers, journalists, Mimmo Pinto

(Lotta Continua’s deputy), hundreds
of workers and factory delegates main-
ly from Milan, and even two PCI
leaders, Umberto Terracini and Lucio
Lombardo Radice, although on a pure-

ly personal basis. Shortly after, the

Italian Socialist Party swung round to

a pro-negotiations stance, although

they excluded the possibility of an ex-

change of prisoners.

Marco Boato, a Lotta Continua
leader, who as a university student had
been an old friend of Renato Curcio (a

BR leader on trial in Turin) handed
Curcio an open letter asking him to in-

tervene to save Moro’s life.

On Thursday April 20th the BR put
out the genuine communique #7 plus a
Polaroid snapshot of Moro holding a
recent newspaper. They said that the

previous communique was false and
probably cooked up by Andreo (the

current prime minister) and his cronies.

And they gave the DC a 48-hour
ultimatum in which to start negotia-

tions for Moro’s life in exchange for

the release of unspecified “communist
prisoners.”

On the same day a BR squad killed

another prison guard, in Milan. On
Friday, April 21, Lotta Continua
headlined: “Moro’s life is now in the

hands of Zaccagnini” (DC national

secretary and Moro’s political pro-

tege). They also noted that no other

paper had published the full text of the

appeal or the list of signatories, and
that “bishops had to call LC to sign the

appeal.”

There was a scuffle in parliament as

Antonello Trombadori (a particularly

reactionary PCI deputy (came to blows
with Mimmo Pinto, shouting “Moro’s
dead, even if he is alive, and anyway I

won’t sign with bishops!”

Right-wing “Solution”

Came Saturday, April 22, when the

ultimatum fell due. The Pope wrote a
letter “to the men of the Red
Brigades” begging them, “humbly,”
“on my knees” to let Moro go. And La
Repubblica, a bourgeois daily that was
against negotiations, published a
“secret” letter from Moro to Zac-
cagnini in which he said, among other

things:

“Is it possible that you all agree in

wanting my death for a presumed
raison d’etat that someone is lividly

prompting you to uphold, as if this

were a solution to all the country’s prob-
lems?...Responsibility for my blood
would fall on you, on the Party, on the

nation...”

The “someone” may, it is thought,
be a reference to the PCI, which cer-

tainly has been up to now the most
rabid upholder of the “no negotia-

tions” line. The DC and all the other
parties with the exception of the PSI
and the revolutionary left, are follow-

ing the same line.

The ultimatum deadline passed at 3
p.m. on Saturday, and till Monday
April 24th, no more was heard. Then
communique #8 appeared. It said that

the DC’s answer to the previous com-
munique was neither “clear” nor
“definitive.” It demanded an “im-
mediate and positive answer” from the
DC. Otherwise, it said, they would
“execute the sentence to which Aldo
Moro has been condemned.”
As regards the various

“humanitarian appeals,” the BR
suspected they were intended as pro-
paganda support for the DC, and that

the “noble personalities” who had put
them out (an obvious reference to the

Pope) now had a chance to prove the
“apolitical” nature of their appeals by
making similar appeals to the DC to

free the 13 prisoners.

On the same day a further handwrit-
ten letter from Aldo Moro to Zac-
cagnini was published. He expressed
surprise that nothing had been heard of
the individual positions expressed by
the various DC leaders. They all ap-
peared to be in total agreement. In the

letter Moro said that he thought that a

human life could not be sacrificed

against the release of other men.
He continued, “I do not accept the

iniquitous and thankless sentence passed

by the DC. I repeat, I will not ab-
solve nor justify anyone.” “Let not the

(continued on page 10)
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C many continuedfrom page 8

jiuy will only examine human rights

violations which can be proved.” He
made it clear that this meant the jury
would not probe the deaths of the Rote
Armee Fraktion (Red Army Faction-

RAF) political prisoners in Stamm-
heim, the notorious prison where
several RAF members allegedly “com-
mitted suicide.”

This refusal prompted more than 25

supporters of the RAF prisoners and
other prisoners convicted on charged

of “terrorism” to occupy a church
across from the Tribunal. The
demonstrators (mostly family members)
demanded that the jury visit political

prisoners in FRG, observe their trials,

initiate an international commission to

investigate prison conditions and that

the Geneva Convention of 1949 on
treatment of prisoners of war and its

supplementary protocols of 1977 be

applied to the RAF prisoners.

At the time of the Tribunal, 24

members of the RAF were on hunger
strike.

Initially th„ jury refused to make an
official statement on the church oc-

cupation, and the German advisory

bc~;d ir ^mediately disassociated itself

from the occupation. Later, three

members of the jury said that they

would be “willing” to visit prisons

where RAF prisoners are being held.

Subsequently, the jury stated that it

would create a commission to examine
prison conditions and that this

commission would also deal with the

“suicides” in Stammheim.
The question of treatment of RAF

prisoners underlined divisions within

the Tribunal on how to relate to the

ruling Social Democratic Party (SPD).

Some of the people involved did not

want to close the door to the SPD
completely. So they did not want to

deal with the question of RAF
prisoners or Stanheim. (By now it is

part of the “state religion” in the FRG
that no “democrat” can voice any
doubts about the official version of

what happened. In fact, the minister

father of Gudrun Ensslin, one of the

women who died in prison, has been
taken to court because he stated

publicly that he does not believe his

daughter committed suicide.) Others

involved in the Tribunal see the SPD as

a prime sponsor of much of the current

repression.

In addition to the controversial

“RAF question,” the Tribunal formed
a commission to begin a preliminary

investigation of Gewerkschaftsau-
sschlusse—a new set of restrictions

excluding and in some cases expelling

members from the Deutsche Gewerks-

chaftsbund (Federation of Trade
Unions) because of their activities in

left organizations.

“These expulsions,” said one jury

member, “are so shocking; they are the

worst of everything I have heard
here.”

Although evidence considered by the

Tribunal was mainly concerned with

the practice of Berufsverbot, “some
evidence was received that similar

forms of discrimination were applied

by trade unions and professional

bodies to their members. There was
also evidence that there was con-

siderable collaboration and exchange
of information between these bodies

and the intelligence service.”

One month after the first session of
the Third Russell Tribunal closed,

West German activists are already

looking ahead to the second session of

the Tribunal scheduled for the fall.

That session will investigate censorship

and changes in the criminal code.

And while no one expects the Tri-

bunal to bring about substantive

changes, many regard it as an impor-

tant step for progressive forces in the

FRG. For it is the first time that an at-

tempt has been made to examine
publicly human rights violations in

West Germany.

Many leftists involved found that the

“human rights” focus placed political

discussion on unfamiliar ground. And
some pointed out that the Tribunal had
defined the term rather narrowly,

leaving no room for questions like

working conditions (which killed 2,247

people and injured 880,802 during the

first six months of 1976 alone) and
discrimination against foreign workers
in the FRG.
But many seemed prepared to heed

the words of jury member Howard
Brenton, an English playwright who
referred to Germany’s Nazi past as

proof of the need for leftists to include

human rights issues in their organzing.

“I hope that you don’t misunderstand
what I say,” Brenton told the Frank-
furter Informationsdienst. “The
Maoists, the RAF, the active persons,

the ‘sympathizers,’ their relatives, the

concerned persons, the DKP—they are

the ‘Jews’ today—And if that is the at-

titude of the majority, it is very dif-

ficult to talk about human rights. They
talk about these ‘crazy people’—about
these ‘Jews.’ And to take human rights

into that is extremely hard, but very,

very necessary.”

* * *

(Marta Luxemburg is an LNS
correspondent in Germany.)

Anti-Nuclear continuedfrom page 3

nuclear wastes. The plant was to be
jointly operated by Allied Chemical,
Gulf Oil and Royal Dutch Shell. But
the companies are now seeking a
federal bailout after deciding that com-
mercial reprocessing would be too un-
profitable.

In Taft, Louisiana and Hartford,
Connecticut, smaller demonstrations
of close to 200 people each were also

staged. The action in Louisiana op-

posed a plant now being constructed by
Louisiana Power and Light Company.
In Connecticut, anti-nuclear activists

marched to the steps of the state

capitol to protest the dangers of
nuclear power and materials.

The last weekend of April also saw a
major anti-nuclear protests in London,
England, where 10,000 people rallied

in Trafalger Square to oppose govern-

ment nuclear plans. These plans call

for increased reprocessing of radioac-

tive waste at the Windscale nuclear

facility in northwestern Britain.

Italy continuedfrom page 9

DC think that it has solved the problem
by liquidating Moro.” Moro ended by
asking that no State dignitaries or Par-
ty leaders come to his funeral. The
answer, from the DC, the government
and all the Parties, to Moro’s appeal
was No.

* * *

(M.R. is LNS’s correspondent in

Italy)

Voters in St. Paul
Repeal Gay Rights Ordinance

NEW YORK (LNS)—In the wake of
the repeal of St. Paul, Minnesota’s gay
rights legislation April 25, gay activist

Del Martin told LNS: “I think that the

country is in a very conservative swing
and the ‘New Right’ is very well or-

ganized. They know how to push all

these emotional buttons. It’s not only
gays they’re after, but they are also

after abortion rights, affirmative

action and the ERA.”
The St. Paul ordinance prohibiting

discrimination against gay people in

employment, housing and public

accomodations had been on the books
for four years. Its repeal, by a two-to-

one margin, followed the precedent set

in Dade County, Florida last year and
marked the first of this year’s assaults

on gay rights.

The repeal movement in St. Paul
began when a local Baptist Minister

started collecting signatures for a
public referendum. Asserting that

“being a pervert is like being a thief,”

Richard Angwin quickly collected the

5,000 signatures needed, despite strong

support for the ordinance in many seg-

ments of the population.

Gay activists who campaigned
against the repeal formed the Tri-City

Defense Fund to coordinate work with
Wichata, Kansas and Eugene, Oregon,
where votes similar to that in St. Paul
will be taken in coming weeks.

In addition, the repeal movement is

spreading to Seattle, Washington
where two policemen are in the process
of filing for a referendum on the

employment section of that city’s gay
rights ordinance. And in California, an
effort is underway to place an initiative

permitting dismissal of gay teachers on
the ballot.

At least 37 cities in the United States

still have ordinances prohibiting

discrimination against lesbians and gay
men. Last fall Aspen, Colorado
adopted a gay rights ordinance. And in

a landmark action the Quebec National
Assembly passed a bill outlawing
discrimination against gays in housing
and employment, making Quebec the
largest governmental unit in North
America to have enacted such protec-

tion.
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SOUTH

ARMY

CAN

SAYS

"thanks Columbia!"
Columbia has invested over 80 million dollars in the companies

that manufacture and distribute the trucks, computers, petroleum
products and chemicals that help keep the South African economy
-and the South African army- in top gear. Other universities have
sold their holdings in these corporations in a drive to support the
oppressed black majority in South Africa. Columbia has refused to
divest. Maybe that's because four of the seven trustees who oversee
Columbia's investments receive salaries from South Africa related
corporations.Maybe we should do something about it.

tell the trustees to divest, now
demonstrate monday may first
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TO 1 RIGHT: leaflet from Columbia students
sit-in for divestiture

CREDIT: Columbia 1978 Cimmittee/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 1

TOP LEFT: Kent State, May 1970

CREDIT: Howard E. Ruffner

(#910)

MIDDLE CREDIT: Daily Worker/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 7
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BOTTOM RIGHT CREDIT: Rachel Burger/CPf/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 7
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BOTTOM LEFT CREDIT: Rachel Burger/CPF/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 7
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TOP RIGHT CREDIT: Claus Deleuran/Organisationen
til Oplysining om Atomkraft/WIN/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 3
(#910 )

TOP LEFT CREDIT: Chip Bok/LNS

SEE STORY PAGE 3
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MIDDLE LEFT CREDIT:
Akwesasne Notes/LNS
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BOTTOM RIGHT: Table placard says:
"Loans to the Third World";
Balloon says: "I forgot my

check but my countryman is staying
to wash the dishes."

CREDIT: Narajo/LNS .
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BOTTOM LEFT CREDIT:
Rolando Perez/Chile
Solidarity 1977 Calendar/
LNS
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